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From Your Chapter Director
Welcome to 2021. I hope everyone had a glorious and safe
holiday season with family, friends and loved ones. I wish
for all a happy and prosperous New Year.
There is not much to report in recapping NC-X activities in
2020. While COVID-19 significantly impacted several of our
GWRRA family, we are thankful no one in Chapter X (that I
am aware of) contracted the virus. We began 2020 with
gathering attendance of 43 in January and 35 in
February. 27 stayed after the February gathering to attend
a training module, Mature Riders. Our last chapter
gathering at Golden Corral was led by ACD, James Lawler
on March 8th. Many of us attended S2 Resolution Ride and
C2 Chili cookoff in January and February. The Chapter was
able to squeeze in a Game night, Valentine’s Luncheon,
Superbowl Party and Garage Meet before quarantine began
in mid-March. We also had a few rides, park visits and a TLC picnic to the Humphries.
Through it all, we managed to get in an impressive amount of activities.
As a chapter, we donated $460 and other requested gifts to residents of O’Berry Neurological
Treatment Center for Christmas 2020. We ended the year with a post-Thanksgiving gathering
on Zoom.
Our Core Team (The Staff) remains the same as of right now. A big Thank You to Roger and
Dolores Patterson for serving as Chapter Couple of the Year the past two years. Their term
ended as of December 2020. James & Debra Lawler, ACD’s, had planned to take over as CD
during 2020 but that plan was placed on hold as was most GWRRA’s activities. Since that
time, The Lawlers have decided to sell their home in Wake Forest and move to the
mountains, near the Blue ridge Parkway. James and Debra have been very active in the
Chapter; holding several positions, assisting in gatherings, Xtoberfest, and leading many
rides. They will be truly missed.
As you are aware, Golden Coral in Wake Forest closed permanently. A new location has not
yet been secured. There will be more to come on that as we move closer to reconvening inperson gatherings. Until that time, we will continue to think of creative ways to keep
everyone motivated and engaged. I envision more rides as Spring 2021 approaches.
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Here is 2021 Core Team (Staff)
John Bryant - Chapter Director
Assistance Chapter Directors – Open
2021 Chapter Couple of the Year - Unannounced
James “Brad” Bradford – Treasurer & Ride Coordinator
Joy Kennedy – Membership Enhancement
Jane Petzold – Event Coordinator
Dolores Patterson – Ways & Means (Chapter Goodies)
John Rooney – Tech & Part Advisor
Newsletter editors – Janice & Deetra Bryant
Webmaster- Rick Yost

We wish for all GWRRA members a Blessed and Safe New Year. At the Chapter level, look
forward to more rides and safe fellowshipping as 2021 unfolds.

Until then, Be Safe
John
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From Your MEC
My First Week of 2021
I’m wondering how your New Year has started. Here’s a synopsis of
my first week in the year 2021. My granddaughter, RB, will help me
tell you about it. Since we are all in quarantine together, we will be
making inside jokes from now on. I wonder WHO’s idea was it is to sing
“Happy Birthday” while washing your hands? Now every time I go to the
bathroom, my granddaughter expects me to walk out with a cake. Thanks
WHOever.
Earlier today, I was telling a friend of mine (also a grandmother) that being quarantined with
a talkative three-year-old is like having an insane parrot glued to your shoulder. All I hear is
“Why, Why,Why Why?” Then she shared her precious darlings are so good at social distancing,
they don’t even call her. “Why? Why?”
Today, while resting on the couch, I finished Netflix, I wonder, can you say the
same? “Why?” And I remembered my mom was always telling me I would not accomplish
anything by lying around all day. “Why? Why?” But look at me now, Ma! I’m saving the world,
watching all Netflix offers, and eating well. “Why?” And I’m telling you it sure was great to
be relaxing on the couch after a long day of being tense on the couch yesterday.
Having finished Netflix, I guess I will try on my jeans. Why? Every few days I try them on just
to make sure they fit. PJs will have you believe all is well in the weight kingdom.
Why? Trying on jeans is imperative because I’ve already social distanced the buttons on my
shirt. Why? Apparently I spend too much time in front of the fridge. I think they call that
boredom eating.
The day before RB asked if we could watch cartoons. “No, it’s going to be cleaning day.”
Why? After years of wanting to thoroughly clean my house, but lacking the time, I discovered
that wasn’t the reason after all. Not only did my house not get clean but I saw I had run out
of soap and body wash and all I could find for my bath was the dish detergent; then it Dawned
on me. Why? Then I found myself back in front of the fridge.
Earlier in the week, my neighbor and I were chatting over the fence. I never thought the
comment “ I wouldn’t touch him with a 6-foot pole“ would become a national policy but here
we are. Why? Somewhat awkwardly, he was 6 feet down the fence from me. Why? We both
have elderly parents to care for and protect. We were discussing current shortages at the
grocery store. Why? He said early in the pandemic they had run out of toilet paper and
started using lettuce leaves. I asked if he anticipated another TP shortage. He responded
“The pandemic was just the tip of the iceberg, tomorrow Romain’s to be seen.”
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We have lots of neighbors walking pets in our
neighborhood. The other day I saw a neighbor walking
her cat and talking to it. “Why?” It was obvious she
thought her cat understood her. I came into my
house, told my dog- we laughed a lot!
“Why?” Speaking of dogs, sometime ago, the World
Health Organization had announced that dogs cannot
contract COVID-19. Dogs previously held in quarantine
now can be released. To be clear, WHO let the dogs
out. “Why? Why?” But then more recently, the announcement was
made that dogs and cats can in fact contract COVID-19. WHO
knew? “Why?” Another such reversal from another neighbor: her diary shows on day 121 of
COVID-19 she was at home with her dog looking at her as if to say “See? This is why I chew the
furniture!” She continued to share: “Day 329 of COVID-19 she was at home with her dog
looking at her as if to say “Just start chewing the refrigerator!” “Why? Why?”
At the beginning of the week, Glenn walked into the kitchen and found me talking to myself.
In defense I retorted “I’m not talking to myself; I’m having a parent-to-parent conference.
You’re just not saying much.” “Why?” Then Glenn brought out my Christmas gift-no Tom,
not Birkenstocks, but- a world map. “Why? Why? Why?” I didn’t understand that particular
gift until this week, that day in the kitchen. He brought a dart with him. He said: “Throw the
dart and wherever it lands — that’s where I’m taking you when this pandemic ends.” It
appears we will be spending two weeks behind the refrigerator. “Why?” At least I won’t be in
front of it then! “Why?” Oh, but wait that might be the beginning of the promised kitchen
update –not too shabby!!!1
Wishing each of you laughter, love, life (health) in the year 2021. “Why? Why? Why
Grandmommy?”
Because we love you.
1

story derived from 20 one-liners found at https://www.fatherly.com/play/best-coronavirus-jokes/

Glenn and Joy Kennedy
Chapter MEC
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From Your Event Coordinator
Hoping that everyone had a wonderful Christmas, New Year, and general
holiday observance. It may have been somewhat different this year for
many of you. Our family took a chance and decided to put family before
any health risks. Some of you may not agree with this, but we weighed
the risks, stayed away from people for the two weeks prior to the
holiday, and were ready to go for Covid checks if there was any chance
of exposure to the disease. We were prepared, up to the last minute, to
cancel if necessary. Considering my age and my recent serious illness, I
was not willing to give up what could possibly be our last Christmas
together – you just never know. I am so glad that we made this
decision. It was wonderful to see the grandchildren, and children, of course, I can’t
remember a happier Christmas! We all really needed this experience after over a year of
difficult times. We were also extra careful about exposure to others after this gathering, just
in case.
My sister and her husband did not join us, even though they live in Raleigh, because he has
Parkinson’s and CHF and is 82 years old. What we did instead was all got into cars, drove
over to their house, and sang Christmas Carols on their front lawn while they stood on the
porch. It made them so happy and really perked them up. We carefully exchanged gifts but
did not open them there as it was soooo cold that day!
Some of you may know that we are in the process of having our back porch redone. We
started this adventure in September. Our builder is the nicest guy, does great work, and
gives you a fair price. However, he takes on too many jobs at once, and, as a result, is
constantly jockeying between them. It is very frustrating. You just never know when they
will show up, or not. We are looking forward to when it will be done so that we can enjoy it
with family and friends. Hopefully we will all be vaccinated by then!
We are praying for all those who are ill or have family members who are ill. And, for all
those who have suffered losses of any kind. We will get through this. Have faith.

Jane V. Petzold
Event Coordinator
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From Your Tech and Part Advisor
Idle Time
I’ll bet you might think this article is about your motorcycle’s idle?
Yes, first thoughts would lead you in that process. Wrong!
Let’s go in another direction. Let’s talk about your idle time. A great
time to do some DIY (do it yourself) things.
We all know that there are many items in our house or yard that we have been meaning to
get to; or rather when you get around to it (I’m not talking about a round circle you can
show made of any substance, also known as a Round Tuit).
Many things don’t cost a whole lot. A bit of painting, sand and fill in a settlement crack with
some joint compound or a 5,10, or 15 minute mix of mud, as they call it. Ready to sand very
soon after applying.
Not sure how to do something? You Tube is an excellent resource for information. I have
learned how to fix a gas fireplace, the best way to install my trailer hitch, how to paint a
popcorn ceiling, and so much more. Isn’t technology great?
I have also improved somewhat on my cooking skills. My Mom is in an Assisted Living place
and she loves it when I bake cookies or banana bread. My Dad is also a snacker. Hey, at 84,
they are doing pretty good. We have a scheduled visit to Mom once a week.
Unfortunately, during these uncertain times, we find ourselves at home more and more. So,
make up your things to do and ATTACK!
Your idle time doesn’t have to be idle. Get active, shift yourself out of idle into high gear and
go for it.

John “Rebel” Rooney
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From Your Editors

Janice and Deetra Bryant
Newsletter Editors
A few Chapter Members recently relocated from the area due to various
personal reasons; James and Debbie Lawler, Teddy Harding and Deborah
“Puddin” Kearney. We would like each of them to know how very much
their physical presence will be missed. Each of their contributions to Chapter X has been
invaluable to say the least. Since they have all relocated to the great North Carolina
Mountains, I predict a couple of chapter rides in that direction are on the horizons. Until we
meet again, we are thinking of each of you and wishing you nothing but good health and
wellness in the new phases of your lives.
We are also thinking of our extended GWRRA family who battled COVID-19. Sue and Charles
Langley and Austin & Peggy Gauthier are just a few. We know there are others, but these
couples hold a special place in our hearts. Let’s pray for their continued recovery.
The Year in Memoriam
Thinking of The Families of Those We Lost in 2020
Lonnie Edwards – Z
Dennis Hand - A
Vernon Dudley - F2
Johnny Johnson - I
Mark Quinn - M2
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Jennifer Nishida - Z
Mary Murdoch - T2
Rabin Ferguson - I
Henry Jinnett - A
Della Stewart - S2

Libby Taylor - P2
Rusty White - U2
Connie Eason - C2
Betty Culler - D
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From Our “X-tra” Contributors

"Made in North Carolina" Quiz
1. Say Cheese! Did you know that a North Carolina cheese factory traces its roots back to
1930 when a national company helped get production started? What is the name of this
present-day company?
Cabot Creamery

Land o’ Lakes

Sargento

Ashe County Cheese

2. Here's one for your sweet tooth! Which one of these products is from a North Carolina
candy company?
Tootsie Rolls

Necco Wafers Red Bird Mints

DumDums

3. This question will get you fired up to learn more about North Carolina foods! Which one of
these mouth-watering hot sauces was originally founded and is still made in North Carolina?
Tabasco Sauce

Texas Pete

Bergman’s Diablo Sauce

Royal Pepper Sauce

4. Snack time! Is this brain work making you hungry? North Carolina has its own made in North
Carolina snack company. Do you know what it is? Extra credit if you know the year it got its
start!
Lance, Inc.

Tree House Foods

Utz The Wonderful Co.

Have a wonderful January. Stay safe while we all wait for the Covid-19 Vaccine.

Roger and Dolores Patterson

See the answers to the Made in North Carolina Quiz on page 16.
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From Our “X-tra” Contributors
How to Upkeep Those Looks!
As I write this, the rain is coming down and the temperatures
are dropping. Not a lot of riding going on, not even a short-day
ride or two.
The bikes are in the garage and look more and more lonely every
day. I even think that I hear them talking about being left
behind when the cars start up. Oh My!
Last month, I wrote a short article about our ridding gear. This month I will add to this as it
relates to our bikes. Almost every GWRRA member has been taught the basic T-Clock
approach to vehicle readiness. I am going to expand on this just a little.
Watch your fuel, use some type of fuel stabilizer to keep the fuel fresh. It helps protect
against clogged carburetors and fuel injectors. Do your research on what type of stabilizer
you may want to use. Look in your owner’s manual to ascertain if one or another is
recommended. Keep your fuel tank full to help keep moisture from forming and rust getting
in the systems. REALLY bad things happen when rust gets into the fuel lines……. read the
word EXPENSIVE! There are two main points of how to maintain the fuel system in your
engine. (1) Start the engine up and let it run for a period of time, normally from 10 to 20
minutes. [and] (2) At the end of the ridding season, drain the tank until you start wanting to
ride again. Please check the recommendations from the manufacture on what they suggest.
Tires are another expensive item to maintain. First, make sure the tire pressure is
correct for the type of tire that you have on your bike. Check the tire pressure often as the
rapid and major fluctuations in temperature WILL cause the pressure to drop. If (BIG IF) you
can get all the tires off the ground/floor/concreate to prevent flat spots. Flat spots come
from not moving the tires from the heaviest point of pressure on the floor. If you get flat
spots, replace the tire. It can be very dangerous to ride a bike with flat spots on the
tire(s.) Check the tires for signs of age, cracks in-between the tread lines and how much
tread is left on the tire’s life. During the wintertime, many tire companies offer tires at a
discount, this might be a good time to put some new sneakers on your bike.
Of course, taking the bike out for a ride on a nice day can help keep the tire pressures up
and the flat spots away…...just saying. Helps keep the riding smiles in place. Check the tire
pressure BEFORE going on the day ride. Safety FIRST!
Batteries come in all sizes, powers, and types. The question I hear often is something
like, “do I use a battery tender or take the battery out of the bike?” Your choice. If you use
a battery tender, make sure it is designed for a motorcycle battery and is a “maintenance
free” design. NOTE: In personal use, I have a battery tender on my lawn tractor. I did not
use a maintenance free battery and the acid bubbled out and dropped on the brake line of
the tractor. Had a very expensive fix because I had the wrong type of battery.
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Batteries can be very fickle with temperature changes so figure out which way you want to
store your bike and the battery. Some folks start the bike up every few weeks to charge the
battery and keep the oil flowing. Not a bad idea, the best way is if you take the bike out for
a ride. HINT, HINT.
If you need to change the battery, now might be a good time to research the use of a
motorcycle Lithium battery.
Check the oil before putting your bike away for the season. There are different points of
view as to when to change the oil for long term storage. First, change the oil when you put
the bike away for the winter. This can remove any debris, small metal shavings and/or acids
in the oil and have them sit while the engine does not run and let the oil filter do its
job. Second, change the oil at the start of the ridding season. Fresh oil and filter to keep
the engine and other parts working at their top efficacy. And third, change your oil at the end
of the riding season and at the start of the riding season. You can get the best of both ideas
this way. In my way of thinking, oil is a cheap version on insurance for your engine. Fixing
your engine is a very expensive, read thousands of dollars, and oil translates into a cheap
insurance policy.
Brake and Clutch fluids need to be checked and changed on a regular basis. Keeping air
out of the lines helps keep you alive. Air in the lines make the brakes and clutch systems
spongy and not as effective as we would like. Read this as not being able to stop. I have
been present when the clutch fluid was bad and the driver stopped his bike and the bike
jumped forward unexpectedly and the driver was jerked of his bike and needed to be taken
to the hospital for a broken arm. Checking fluids could have prevented an expensive trip to
the ER.
Take the time during the “off” season to check for rust. Check your lights and their
contacts for rust as it can cause you to replace lights before they were due to be
replaced. Look around to learn if there are better, brighter lights available for your bike as
being seen and being able to see better is always a great idea. Upgrade your lights when
possible, i.e., going to LED lights can be a great idea. If you have any questions about lights,
standard, LED and or HID. Chapter X has so many people who have extensive knowledge on
the subject.
If you can, check your electrical wires on the bike, look for loose connections, rusty
wires, and cracks along the wires. If you know how, change out the bad wires or find
someone who can do it for you. Having things stop working is NEVER a good thing.
Clean and put a fresh coat of wax on your bike to help keep dirt and other nasties off
your bike.
Remember: Whomever said that motorcycling was cheap…. Lied.

Stay Safe,
Rosy
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From Our “X-tra” Contributors
From Your District Directors

(Re-post from the NC GWRRA District Newsletter)

Let us all make a choice. Choose to look upward as we go forward into what we all HOPE to
be a turnaround year for everyone. Vaccinations offer HOPE for a return to a more normal life
this year. It will not happen early in the year, but it will happen. Heard immunity is what we
all look forward to and what we need to allow us to feel safe attending our larger rallies.
Officers’ Conference
North Carolina’s COVID numbers are presently trending in the wrong direction and the
government has extended their restrictions of no more than 10 persons at indoor gatherings
(25 outdoor). This has made it impossible to hold our annual in-person Officers’ Conference.
We all want to meet and greet with hugs but that cannot happen in this environment. We will
adapt. We will move forward with our Officers’ Conference via a Zoom meeting on Saturday,
January 30th at 1:30 pm. We will greet each other with smiles and waves.
Year End Financial Reports and Form 990-N
Yes, it is that time of the year. Beverly has been working with the chapter treasurers to help
them meet their annual responsibilities for the preparation of their year-end financial
reports. A big shout out to Beverly Chapman our District Treasurer for taking on the challenge
this year of filing the IRS Form 990-N for each and every chapter (plus the District) and she
had it all done by January 10th!
District Team
Change is inevitable as life’s ebbs and flows carry us unpredictably down its winding road. We
must say goodbye and a gigantic thank you to our departing team members.
Clyde Alexander requested that he be allowed to become JAM (what flavor we are not sure).
We thank Clyde for his service to the District and wish him safety and good health and look
forward to his continuing participation in GWRRA.
David and Dianne Smith, formerly CDs of NC-I in Asheville, joined the District Team as
Assistant District Directors for the Western Territory. We are excited to have their enthusiasm
and track record of maintaining high levels of member involvement and riding opportunities.
Debra Lawler stepped into the role of District Webmaster and Newsletter Editor in 2020 and
did an outstanding job. Changes in James’ work at home regimen afforded them the
opportunity to relocate to the mountains, an opportunity that they jumped at. We are glad to
learn that they will not be selling their bikes and hope that they continue with GWRRA in
their new locale.
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Steve and Mary Craig have rejoined the District Team as Webmaster and Newsletter Editor
and I am confident that they are rejoining the Team with renewed levels of dedication and
service exhibited in prior years. All CDs should keep Steve informed
(webmaster@gwrranc.org) as to your chapter’s status with respect to gatherings (locations
and times) visitation allowed or not, or if gatherings are suspended.
With sadness we previously announced Jimmy Quick’s decision to leave his position as District
Ride Coordinator for health reasons. We all wish Jimmy the best and hope to see him on the
road very soon. The position of Ride Coordinator remains open and we look forward to
someone stepping up to fill the big shoes that Jimmy has left behind.
Future Events
Wings Over Carolina 2021 – We are looking forward to being able to continue our highly
successful three territorial rides as annual (hopefully springtime) events.
Wings Over Smokies 2021 – We are proceeding with plans to hold our Wings Over Smokies
District Rally this year in September. Obviously, we are counting on successes in our fight
against the coronavirus pandemic.
Remember to keep looking upward, ride when possible and stay in touch with your GWRRA
friends and family. Zoom call gatherings are not ideal, but they are a new tech way to get
together (remember letters and old-fashioned telephones?).
for our GWRRA FAMILY
Glenn and Joy Kennedy NC District Directors
districtdirector@gwrranc.org
919-740-0045 (G) 919-740-0395 (J)
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January Celebrations

Birthdays
Nora Humphries

GWRRA
Anniversaries
None

Wedding
Anniversaries
Chris & Nora Humphries

Remember the key is to PARTICIPATE”.
Participation = FUN.
Click below and read Newsletters
from: North Carolina District
And GWRRA Insight
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Answers to “Made in North Carolina” Quiz on page 10.
1-Ashe County Cheese
2-Red Bird Mints
3-Texas Pete
4-Lance, Inc.
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Support All Our Advertisers

Thank You to our Sponsors.
Please support our sponsors when you
need the Products and Services they
provide.
Your Ad Could Go Here!
Wake Forest Wings (GWRRA Chapter NC-X) is located in Wake Forest, NC. Our Newsletter is
circulated to a diverse group of people all over North Carolina and is also sent to the Region
staff that resides in North Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia, Tennessee and Kentucky. In
addition, your advertising will appear on the Chapter’s website (www.wakeforestwings.org).
The advertising rates listed below are for 12 consecutive months – 12 issues and can be
modified anytime without additional charges.

• Business card - $25.00
• One half page - $75.00

One quarter page - $50.00 
Full page - $100.00

Please contact newsletter editor, at editor@wakeforestwings.org
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Presidential Assistants

National Team

Bob & Nan Shrader
floridadd@msn.com

Director of GWRRA
Jere and Sherry Goodman
director@gwrra.org

North Carolina
District Team

Director of Rider Education
Susan and George Huttman
director-re@gwrra.org

District Directors
Glenn and Joy Kennedy
districtdirector@gwrranc.org
Assistant District Directors, East
Tom Tipton
tiptonsauto@att.net
Assistant District Directors, West
Clyde Alexander
clyde-alex@hotmail.com
Assistant District Directors, Central
Libby Jennings
libbyjennings@yahoo.com
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Interim Director of GWRRA
University
Lorrie Thomas and Dan Clark
lorriemthomas.aol.com
Director of Finance
Randall and Janet Drake
financedirector@gwrra.org

Director of Membership
Enhancement
Dan and Mary Costello
mep.director.gwrra@gmail.com

